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EU on Animal Health – Does It Make Any Sense? 
 

 

It is common knowledge that the lengthy process of the EU’s directive concerning 

animal welfare enters a new phase this autumn when voting will take place on the new 

regulation on Animal Health. Will it really affect breeders in a negative and unhelpful 

way? And is this law really about animal health? Keep reading, and you will be 

surprised… 

 

 

To begin with, let’s go back to basics. Law – together with accepted and unwritten social 

norms – concisely defines the attitude and behaviour of the individual or a section of society 

in specific situations, together with the consequences, which can either be punishment or 

benefit.  

All legal systems should contain not only the legislation process, but must obtain the proper 

authorities to directly or indirectly enforce the execution of the law, and of course, there is 

judicial procedure to determine if a certain action is against the law or not, and what the legal 

consequences are going to be. 

 

All law ought to have a defined and exact objective, and only can be effective if it is adaptable 

to the society it is applied to. It has to consider and model all the permutations that could 

possibly fall under its purview. Otherwise it has no meaning and offers no advantage to 

society if there are loop-holes or illogical scenarios. 

Legislation without penalty of illegal deeds has no advantage either. If something is 

mandatory by law but no consequences occur when you break that law, there is nothing to 

prevent anyone from ignoring the legislation altogether. 

 

The EU regulation system is as simple as it is complex. Laws on a Union level are mandatory 

for all Member States. But it is just a framework defining all the legal, social, economic 

norms relating to all member countries. Just imagine a complex system of regulations 

effecting more than twenty societies with different cultures, traditions, ethics and norms. 

When this legal framework bans something, it is forbidden in every country. If it gives room 

on an issue where only the framework of the law is set, each country has to decide how they 

form their own regulations relating to that legislation. This is the reason why the registration 

in each country differs but is still based on EU directives.  

Additionally, it is important to know that EU regulations always sanction the Member State 

and not the individual citizens. 

 

As mentioned above, it is essential to establish the clear objective and scope of a regulation to 

ensure clarity and effectiveness. For this very reason, it is essential to define and use exact 

and unambiguous terms, otherwise the execution and enforcement of the law will not be 

possible or will be problematic and debatable.  

Just to illustrate with a short example related to the canine world, think about the term 

‘purebred dog’. How can you define whether a certain dog belongs to this category or not? 

Based on an existing breed standard? And if yes, in which country? So far, only canine 

organizations use nomenclatures categorising dog breeds with a description of the required 

attributes. Say that you decide upon using this as your guideline. But which one? The list of 

accepted breeds varies across the globe. If you live in a European country, you could find that 

you own a dog which is not considered as an accepted breed in the UK, USA, Australia or 

Canada, thus in those countries it is not considered a purebred! 
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If law is not specific in defining a term such as ‘purebred dog’, this can cause 

misunderstanding, differences of opinion, and the execution of law is going to be hard to 

follow and enforce. 

 

The current EU regulation, as part of the whole animal welfare strategy of the Union, comes 

into force soon in 28 countries, under the title of ‘Animal Health’. 

Based on the ‘cover’ and without reading a word of the proposal you would think – either you 

are a responsible breeder or working in some sort of animal welfare position – that finally we 

will have sorted out such issues as: how to transport puppies, monitor dysplasia, treat and 

prevent inherited diseases, ban dogs in chains, or any other issues effecting the health of 

dogs... well, be warned. You will be disappointed. 

 

The scope of the proposal concentrates only on transmissible diseases from animals to 

animals or animal to humans. It has nothing to do with the welfare of animals, but is solely 

concerned with protecting the inhabitants of the Union from any sort of epidemic caused by 

animals or, if one occurs, with the need to control any breakout. 

It concentrates merely on the fact that animals are being transported across the Union and it is 

in everyone’s common interest, because if any disease spreads, the common health of the 

whole Union is endangered. To avoid this and to deal with an outbreak, it is essential to 

register and trace the movement of animals.   

This is definitely really important to have such preventive regulations and a risk management-

based scenario. 

But as mentioned above, let’s see if the law is sufficiently adaptable and effective regarding 

dogs and the consequences it has for breeders and owners of dogs throughout the Union. 

 

The proposal clearly declares one of its main objectives, saying that ‘keeping of pet animals, 

(...) generally represents a lower health risk compared to other ways of keeping’ and ‘the 

specific nature of movements of pet animals represents an animal health risk which deviates 

significantly from that of other kept animals. Specific rules for such movements should 

therefore be laid down.’ However, this is partly forgotten in the content and logic of the 

directive.  

 

The definitions describes that a pet animal (dogs, cats or ferrets) ‘is kept in a household’ and 

‘when moved, accompanies for the purpose of a non-commercial movement’. Non-

commercial movement means: ‘any movement of pet animals which does not involve or aim, 

directly or indirectly, at a financial gain or a transfer of ownership’. 

 

The aim of the law is to establish an international up-to-date database to make it possible to 

track down production and movement of animals. This information consists of two types of 

information. 

One is the place where animals are kept or ‘produced’. This is defined by the law as 

establishments which: ‘means any premises, structure, or any environment, in which animals 

or germinal products are kept, except for households keeping pet animals’. 

The other necessary information to be recorded is the precise movement of the animals. No 

matter if it is carried out by the owner or another person or company. 

 

Law separates the person keeping the mentioned pets as a unique term, but does not 

individually separate the breeders of these species. And that is a huge mistake! 
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As a consequence, a dog breeder does not differ at all from a breeder of  ovine or caprine. A 

dog breeder is an operative carrying out activities relating to dogs in an establishment. No 

category is defined as an ‘operative related to pets’, for instance. 

Besides breeding, the movement of the animal where it involves financial gain or transfer of 

ownership, and the movement of germinal products (semen and oocytes) are in this legal 

category as well. However, it is stated previously that pets are not as hazardous in spreading 

diseases as other animals when transported. 

For example, if you are no longer able to keep or care for your dog and you give your dog to a 

family member, you are no longer a pet keeper as you sit in your car, driving to your dog’s 

new home, as you are about to change the ownership. 

 

The inappropriate definitions and the above example demonstrate an overall system 

‘malfunction’. If one keeps dogs, and has a litter of puppies, the action that turns him or her 

into a non-pet keeper is the fact that the dogs leave the litter with a change of ownership 

and/or receipt of money. Otherwise, without physical moving, all your dogs are just pets. So it 

can be seen that there is uncertainty and an inexactness about what parts of the law refers to 

the individual. 

 

The registration process for breeders and transporters is the part of the current proposal most 

criticised amidst claims that this creates needless red-tape and puts onerous administration 

duties on breeders and transporters. 

 

To make it more confusing, ‘Member States may exempt certain categories of establishments 

from the registration requirement’. The factors to be taken into consideration are the type of 

establishment where the activity is done, the species, the number of animals kept, just to name 

a few queries from the text of the regulation. 

 

Based on this ‘wooliness’, when each Member Country implements their own national 

regulation, 28 different ones will come to force, depending on their own interpretation of the 

regulation and the success of different lobbies. It might happen that in one country the 

registration of a kennel’s location will never be compulsory, while another country adopts 

every aspect of the EU directive. Furthermore it is even possible that the member state will 

decide to set up a limit to the number of dogs kept as a criteria for registeration. 

Additionally, sanctions will also vary within each Union nation. 

 

As kept pets are defined separately, their movement is ruled differently as well. They are 

‘identified and accompanied with an identification document when required, and appropriate 

prevention and disease control measures have been taken during that movement’. 

If you are familiar with travelling with animals within the Union, you will immediately see 

that in this matter nothing has changed. This system has been in use for years with the Pet 

Passport of the EU to make sure that dogs possess a valid vaccination. 

 

Animal protection and welfare-related issues have been on the list of the EU for almost a 

decade. So far legislation has mostly addressed issues around farm animals and products 

originating from animals. In case of companion animals, regulations only cover the 

aforementioned topic of transportation, and additionally dog and cat fur is banned in all 

Member States. 

 

The thorough strategy of the EU aims to build up and maintain a framework to protect pets 

and stray animals with such objectives as handling overpopulation, the problem of stray 
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animals, illegal puppy-farming, responsible ownership, and animal health in the case of 

inherited health issues. 

 

This current proposal is a part of the overall strategy, but sadly it does not help to achieve any 

of these at all. Moreover, some possible consequences are against these higher aims, which 

could cause difficulties and negative side-effects in the long run, not only for breeders and 

kennel clubs, but also for animal protection, rescue and welfare organizations, and last but not 

least, for the animals themselves. 

 

The law does not comprehend or address all that is involved in the breeding, trading and 

keeping of companion animals and is absolutely incapable of defining the legal term ‘pet 

breeding’. 

As highlighted above, it separates keeping pets from any other sort of animal keeping, but 

cannot draw the line between pet breeding and other animal farming. Making it even more 

chaotic, it leaves the responsibility with Member States to decide whether the breeding and 

trading of each species is going to be included under the registration directive or not. 

As soon as this regulation comes into force, every affected party will need to lobby their 

government, and it will be just blind luck whose voice is heard and how politicians will see 

the solution of these questions. 

 

The main question is whether there is any reason to start a stricter registration procedures of 

individuals having a pet litter in the name of epidemic control? 

 

When one Member State decides to register dog breeders – together with the place of the 

breeder together with that of transporting individuals or companies – many things can happen. 

Probably many will pay more to meet the requirements. I hope you have not for a moment 

assumed that any governmental administration was going to be free of charge? Rather it is 

likely that there will be breeders who choose to register in other countries where registration 

is not as strict or not as expensive. 

It is certain that a percentage of breeders will stop breeding pets – either permanently or just 

long enough to remain within local regulations. The law itself contains inexact definitions, 

and this is where we will find loop-holes. Some will not break the rules openly but neither 

will they completely uphold them. 

Summing it up – the number of breeders whose activity has already been visible and 

traceable, as a requirement of the current proposal as well, is likely to decrease. 

 

What will happen with all the puppy farms, the illegal trade, the ‘hobby-breeding’ when one 

dog jumps through a gate and some unplanned mating happens? Answer: nothing. 

Illegal puppy farming will still operate and I am sure no authorities will check all households 

in case they have any dogs which are about to change ownership. I can’t imagine you are 

going to be stopped while driving by the police and asked why and for what purpose you have 

a dog in your car. Just to decide whether your legal state is that of  pet-owner, trader or carrier 

demanding a registration procedure will be too complicated to assess. And how much would it 

cost to set up and maintain an authority to oversee all these duties? Especially as it has no real 

effect on any animal welfare issues. 

 

The overall EU strategy wants to fight illegal trading and health issues mostly related to 

puppy farming, but it punishes breeders. With this new legislation, the EU goes against its 

own aims, causing the opposite of its stated main objectives. 
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The already visible and traceable breeder should be supported instead of being banned or 

burdened with extra red-tape procedures. The main aim is to put dogs on the radar, otherwise 

you cannot monitor those mechanisms that lead to all the other animal welfare problems that 

politicians, animal protection organisations and canine organisations are working to solve. 
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